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Abstract— A big data analytics platform is introduced where 

the users or developers can collaborate with each other. The 

platform includes a Web Service Portal which provides a web 

board on which the user can share their data. For providing 

authorization we are integrating Apache Sentry into the 

system.  Apache Sentry provides the ability to control and 

enforce precise levels of privileges on data for authenticated 

users and applications on a Hadoop cluster. Sentry is 

designed to be a pluggable authorization engine for Hadoop 

components. Sentry is highly modular and can support 

authorization for a wide variety of data models in Hadoop. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We can consider big data as a large amount of structured and 

unstructured data. The amount of data is increasing day by 

day. So we need to manage these data in an efficient manner. 

The enterprises need to protect their sensitive information and 

so now they are giving their first priority for security. It is 

necessary to provide authentication and authorization for the 

data in hadoop system. Authentication is the process of 

verifying the identity of a user by getting some credentials. 

Untrusted users won’t be allowed access to the network or 

system. Authorization is the process of allowing an 

authenticated user to access the resources by checking 

whether the user has access rights to the system [5].  

Computations in most distributed systems have only 

a single level of protection, which is not a good option. It is 

difficult for security solutions to provide a proper security for 

the non-relational databases as they are actively evolving. 

Hackers can gather personal data of the user if proper security 

measures are not provided. Some organizations are not 

providing access control to divide the level of confidentiality 

within the company. The presence of  huge amount of 

information makes it difficult to routinely perform 

recommended detailed audits on Big Data. And its origins are 

not consistently monitored and tracked. The automated data 

transfer requires additional security measures which are not 

often available in the present situation [4].   

The various security technologies for securing big 

data include Apache Knox which provide a single point of 

authentication and access for various hadoop services. It 

provide Single Sign-On (SSO) solutions, allows integrating 

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), Active 

Directory and other SSO systems. Another security 

technology is Project Rhino which provides a token based 

authentication and SSO solution. It supports audit logging 

framework for audit trails. The hadoop components support 

Kerberos, pluggable authentication for HTTP Web consoles 

and it also support Simple Authentication and Security Layer 

(SASL) Framework. Kerberos protects against 

eavesdropping and replay attacks. Hadoop supports the 

encryption for Remote Procedure Call (RPC), Hypertext 

Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and Data Transfer Protocol for 

data in motion. The encryption provides privacy for user 

information and protects the sensitive data in hadoop [2].  

II. BIG DATA AS A SERVICE PLATFORM 

A big data analytics platform is introduced where the users or 

developers can collaborate with each other. They can share 

data and services. The platform provides a multi-tenant 

environment for the users. For this, an efficient access control 

management and resource management must be enforced. So 

Kerberos is integrated into the platform for facilitating the 

access control and has used YARN for resource management. 

The platform includes a Web Service Portal which provides 

a web board on which the user can share their data. The 

Analytical Portal is linked to the Web Service Portal. The 

Analytical Portal supports various development tools like 

Query Editor, Data Browser, Workflow Designer, Job 

Browser and Monitoring tool. [1] 

For the authentication purpose Kerberos has been 

integrated and we need to provide an authorization 

mechanism in the system. For providing authorization we are 

integrating Apache Sentry into the system.   

III. APACHE SENTRY  

Sentry provides control access to data for authenticated users. 

It supports role-based authorization and grants multiple 

groups access to the same data at different privilege levels. 

The actors of Sentry include user, resources, privileges, roles 

and user group membership. The key capabilities of Sentry 

include multi-tenant administration; it has separate policies 

for each database and can be maintained by separate admins. 

Components involved in the authorization process are, 

 Sentry Server: The Sentry RPC server manages the 

authorization metadata. It supports interface to securely 

retrieve and manipulate the metadata. 

 Data Engine: This is a data processing application such 

as Hive or Impala that needs to authorize access to data 

or metadata resources. The data engine loads the Sentry 

plugin and all client requests for accessing resources are 

intercepted and routed to the Sentry plugin for validation. 

 Sentry Plugin: The Sentry plugin runs in the data engine. 

It offers interfaces to manipulate authorization metadata 

stored in the Sentry server, and includes the authorization 

policy engine that evaluates access requests using the 

authorization metadata retrieved from the server [3]. 

IV. APACHE SENTRY ARCHITECTURE  

Apache Sentry Architecture includes Bindings, Policy 

Engine, Policy provider, File based provider and Database 

based provider. 
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A. Bindings: 

 Sentry policy engine is a plugin invoked by downstream tool 

like Hive. The binding layer takes the authorization request 

in the requestor’s native format and converts that into a 

authentication request that can be handled by Sentry policy 

engine. 

B. Policy Engine: 

 The policy engine gets the requested privileges from the 

binding layer and the required privileges from the provider 

layer. After evaluating it, makes the decision whether the 

action should be allowed or not. 

C. Policy provider: 

The policy provider allows the metadata to be pulled out of 

the underlying repository independent of the way that 

metadata is stored. Sentry support file based storage and 

database based storage out of the box. 

D. File based provider: 

The File based provider stores metadata in a ini format file. 

The file can reside on a local file system or HDFS. The policy 

file contains a group section that contains group to role 

mapping. The roles section contains role to privilege 

mapping.  

 
Fig. 1: Sentry architecture 

 

E. Database based provider: 

The file provider makes it hard to modify programmatically, 

has race conditions when modifying, and is tedious to 

maintain. The Sentry policy store and Sentry Service persist 

the role to privilege and group to role mappings in an 

RDBMS and provide programmatic APIs to create, query, 

update and delete it. This enables various Sentry clients to 

retrieve and modify the privileges concurrently and securely. 

V. ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL (RBAC)   

Access control means ensuring that the right users and 

applications have the proper and relevant permissions to 

appropriate subsets of data or metadata. Sentry governs 

access to each schema object in the Metastore via a set of 

privileges like SELECT and INSERT. The schema objects 

are common entities in data management, such as SERVER, 

DATABASE, TABLE, COLUMN, and URI.  

With RBAC Sentry provides:   

 Hierarchies of objects, with permissions automatically 

inherited by objects that exist within a larger umbrella 

object.    

 Rules containing a set of multiple object/permission 

pairs.   

 GRANT/REVOKE permissions via SQL commands.   

 Groups that can be granted one or more roles. 

 Users can be assigned to one or more groups.    

Sentry is normally configured to deny access to 

services and data by default so that users have limited rights 

until they are assigned to a group that has explicit access 

roles. Using the combination of Sentry-based permissions, 

SQL views, and User Defined Functions (UDFs), developers 

can gain a high degree of access control granularity for SQL 

computing engines through HiveServer2 and Impala. It also 

provide column-level security which is used to limit access to 

only particular columns of entire tables, users can access the 

data through a view, which contains either a subset of 

columns in the table, or have certain columns masked. It also 

support row-level security which is used to limit access by 

particular values, views can employ CASE statements to 

control rows to which a group of users has access. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we introduced Apache Sentry in the system to 

provide role-based authorization. It allows you to define 

authorization rules to validate a user or application’s access 

requests for Hadoop resources. Sentry supports ease of 

administration through role-based authorization; we can 

easily grant multiple groups access to the same data at 

different privilege levels. Sentry allows access control at the 

server, database, table, and view scopes at different privilege 

levels including select, insert and all.  Attribute-Based Access 

Control (ABAC), including permissions based on data 

sensitivity tags can be added in future. Future work also 

includes integrating Sentry to more Hadoop components for 

their authorization needs. 
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